Habitat

STEAM Facts
Science- Geese have a UV light filter
that protects their eyes.

Technology- To push through the
water, they utilize their webbed feet like
flippers. Swim fins were inspired by them.

Chinese
Goose

Engineering- Scientists have
suggested that jets may save gas by
imitating a natural pattern. Geese save
energy by flying in a V formation that
lowers wind resistance.

The origins of Chinese geese are
unknown, however they are
descended from Asia's wild swan
geese. The swan goose is a big
goose that breeds in Mongolia,
northern China, and the Russian
Far East.

Agriculture- They can offer meat and
eggs through natural grazing and appear
to be disease-resistant compared to
other avian species.

Math- During the breeding season, a
female Chinese goose can lay 50–60
eggs, though there have been instances
of Chinese geese laying up to 100 eggs.

(Anser cygnoides)

Care Information

Enclosure

To avoid parasites and sickness, give
them clean water to bathe in. For
breeding and cleaning habits, they
simply require a kiddie pool worth of
water, replaced every day.

A single pair of medium or large
geese can be kept comfortably in a
shed with a surface area of roughly
2m2. The most common little
garden shed size is 6 by 4ft (1.8 x
1.2m), which has a 2.2m2 floor
surface and would be a fair size,
with some additional room if they
wind up hatching several goslings.

About
Chinese Goose

Chinese geese can readily survive
frigid conditions. On particularly
cold nights, a heat lamp in the coop
will keep these breeds warm. Most
geese will have a pleasant winter if
they have plenty of fresh water,
food, and shelter from the elements.

Many people regard Chinese geese
to be the most graceful and lovely
goose species. On land and in the
sea, they are graceful and dignified.

Feeding List

They descended from the wild swan
goose native to Asia, and are
sometimes referred to as "Swan
Geese" because of their long and
beautiful necks.

Grains

Grass

Worms

